Manuscript Hands in Harry Ransom Center Medieval and Early Manuscripts 79
In the Renaissance, as now, many people wrote things down on paper and, as now, differing people had very
differing handwritings. Most of these were based in one of four scripts: secretary hand, which is the Renaissance
version of cursive; italic script, which looks a lot more like modern cursive; mixed hand, which is a blend of
secretary and italic; and an upright hand that looks much more like modern print. These are largely ways of
classifying the alphabets that differing writers used; as with modern handwriting, three people that learned the same
letterforms could write in scripts that look very different to modern readers.
HRC Medieval and Early Manuscripts 79 has an incredibly wide range of differing hands, which makes it a really
exciting and versatile transcription project: you can transcribe a text that is exactly as easy or challenging as you
desire. Here are some suggested starting points depending on your transcription skills. Take a look at the
photographs and see what you think you will be able to read, or able to learn to read, during this transcribathon!
SECRETARY HAND
If you’d like the fullest experience of early modern manuscripts, consider trying secretary hand. Alphabets and
tutorials are available on the Cambridge University website: https://www.english.cam.ac.uk/ceres/ehoc/
Beginning secretary hand readers might appreciate more regular examples of secretary hand, such as these:
Hand “E:” odd pp.
between 85-103.
Hand “G” on pp.
108-112. Possibly
also 309-314

Hand “M” on pp.
233-236.
Hand “P,” p. 275

Hand “R,” pp. 301304.
Hand “V” pp. 331344.

Experienced secretary readers might try the less regular secretary hands in the volume:

Left script appears on pp. 277 & 285-291; right script on pp. 65-83.

ITALIC & MIXED hands
There is almost no pure italic in the manuscript, but several scripts include a few secretary letters (especially the long
s and the dropped H) while presenting a more regular form. The four below are mostly prose texts:
Try pp. 5-32.
Also pp.
305-6.

Try pp. 121215, & 225228.
Also
pp. 217-220.

Several pages also include poetry. Sometimes poetry is easier for beginners because end words often rhyme.

Try pp. 84, 104, 105, 255, possibly 315, & 345

Try pp. 115-119, 319-320

BEGINNER: According to a volunteer with no Renaissance handwriting training, these are the easiest to read:
Try pp. 33-62

Try pp. 237-251. Some
also on 213-232

Try pp. 253-4, 257-272,
279-284, 294-9, 316-7

LATIN PAGES: The hands aren’t especially hard, but this can make it harder to guess letters using context.

Try pp. 273-274 (left version) or pp. 107 and 349-352 (right version)

